
CARDINAL PRESERVING ELEMENTARY EMBEDDINGS

ANDRÉS EDUARDO CAICEDO

Abstract. Say that an elementary embedding j : N → M is cardinal preserving if CARM =
CARN = CAR. We show that if PFA holds then there are no cardinal preserving elementary
embeddings j : M → V . We also show that no ultrapower embedding j : V → M induced by
a set extender is cardinal preserving, and present some results on the large cardinal strength of the
assumption that there is a cardinal preserving j : V → M .

§1. Introduction. This paper is the first of a series attempting to investi-
gate the structure of (not necessarily fine structural) inner models of the set
theoretic universe under assumptions of two kinds:

1. Forcing axioms, holding either in the universe V of all sets or in both V
and the inner model under study, and

2. Agreement between (some of) the cardinals of V and the cardinals of
the inner model.

I try to be as self-contained as is reasonably possible, given the technical
nature of the problems under consideration. The notation is standard, as
in Jech [8]. I assume familiarity with inner model theory; for fine struc-
tural background and notation, the reader is urged to consult Steel [19] and
Mitchell [15].

In the remainder of this introduction, I include some general observations
on large cardinal theory, forcing axioms, and fine structure, and state the main
results of the paper.

Consider set theory with the axiom of choice as formalized by the Gödel-
Bernays axioms GBC, so we can freely treat proper classes. An inner model
(or simply, a model) is a transitive class model M of the Zermelo-Fraenkel
ZFC axioms containing all the ordinals. IfM is a model and ϕ is a statement,
ϕM is the assertion that ϕ holds inM . If � is a definable term, �M indicates
the interpretation of � insideM . Denote by ORD the class of ordinals and by
CAR the class of cardinals. The cofinality of an ordinal α is denoted cf(α).
All our embeddings are elementary and non-trivial, and the classes involved
are inner models; the critical point of such an embedding j is denoted cp(j).
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1.1. Large cardinal axioms. See Kanamori [10] as a general reference for
large cardinals. It is well-known that the GBC axioms fall quite short of
providing a complete picture of the universe of sets. Among the many inde-
pendent extensions that have been studied, two sets of statements have been
isolated as natural candidates to add to the basic axioms: large cardinal ax-
ioms and forcing axioms. By far, large cardinal axioms are better understood
and more readily accepted. There is no formal definition of what a large
cardinal is, but a few features can be distinguished. Typically, they are regular
cardinals κ such that Vκ is itself a model of ZFC and, more importantly for
present purposes, one can associate to κ a family of elementary embeddings
j : V →M whereM is a transitive class. The association is usually (as in the
case of measurable, strong or supercompact cardinals) that κ is the critical
point cp(j) of j, the first ordinal α such that j(α) > α, but it can take other
shapes, as is the case with Woodin cardinals.

An important remark is that these notions can be stated in terms of the
existence of certain ultrafilters or systems of ultrafilters called extenders, the
connection being given by an analogue of the model theoretic ultrapower con-
struction. An extender is essentially (a family of ultrafilters coding together)
a fragment of an elementary embedding, and it is by now a standard de-
vice; good expositions and definitions can be found in Jech [8, Chapter 20],
Kanamori [10, § 26], and Steel [19, § 2.1], among others. Briefly:

For a set X and a cardinal κ, let

[X ]κ = {Y ⊆ X : |Y | = κ}
and define [X ]<κ and [X ]≤κ similarly.

Definition 1.1. Let κ be a cardinal and let � > κ. A non-trivial (κ, �)-
extender E is a sequence (Ea : a ∈ [�]<�) such that there is some � ≥ κ for
which the following hold:

1. For each a ∈ [�]<� , Ea is a κ-complete ultrafilter over [�]|a|. We call
κ = cp(E) the critical point of E and � = lh(E) the length of E.

2. (Non-triviality) For at least one a ∈ [�]<� , Ea is not κ+-complete.
3. For each 	 ∈ � there is a ∈ [�]<� such that {s ∈ [�]|a| : 	 ∈ s} ∈ Ea .
4. (Coherence or Compatibility) Whenever a ⊆ b ∈ [�]<� let 
ba : [�]|b| →

[�]|a| be the projection map given by


ba(s) = 
s [a]

where 
s : (b,<) → (s,<) is the unique order isomorphism. Then, for
a ⊆ b ∈ [�]<� and X ⊆ [�]|a|,

X ∈ Ea iff {s : 
ba(s) ∈ X} ∈ Eb.
5. (Normality) If a ∈ [�]<� , i < |a|, and f : [�]|a| → V is such that{

s ∈ [�]|a| :f(s) < si
}
∈ Ea
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(where si is the i-th element of s in increasing order) then there is
b ∈ [�]<� with a ⊆ b and k < |b| such that{

s ∈ [�]|b| :f(
ba(s)) = sk
}
∈ Eb,

where 
ba is as above.

The relation between extenders and elementary embeddings is described in
the following result:

Lemma 1.2. 1. Assume j : V → N is elementary. Let κ = cp(j) and
� > κ. Let � be (least) such that j(�) ≥ �. For all a ∈ [�]<� , define

Ea :=
{
X ⊆ [�]|a| : a ∈ j(X )

}
.

Then E = (Ea : a ∈ [�]<�) is a (κ, �)-extender.
2. Conversely, given a (κ, �)-extender E with each Ea over [�]|a|, there is an

elementary embedding j : V → N such that
(a) κ = cp(j), � is least such that � ≤ j(�), and for all a ∈ [�]<� ,
Ea = {X ⊆ [�]|a| : a ∈ j(X )}. Moreover,

(b) N = {j(f)(s) : s ∈ [�]<� and f : [�]|s| → V }. �
For a proof see any of the references cited above; the model N and the

embedding j in item 2 are obtained as the direct limit of the system that
consists of the ultrapowers ult(V,Ea) and their associated embeddings; that
this system is directed follows from the compatibility condition in Defini-
tion 1.1. It is customary to refer to this direct limit (or its transitive collapse)
as ult(V,E). Our interest in Lemma 1.2 lies in the following corollary, an
immediate consequence of Lemma 1.2 2(b):

Corollary 1.3. Let E be a (κ, �)-extender with each Ea over [�]|a|, and
let jE : V → N be the associated embedding. Then, for any 	, jE(	) <
(|	� | · |�|)+. �

We have mentioned examples of large cardinals. However, what is accepted
as a large cardinal axiom is more general. For example, the existence of certain
mice is a large cardinal axiom. They do not imply that large cardinals exist in
V , but rather in certain inner models.

A compelling reason for accepting large cardinal axioms comes from the
heuristic realization that natural statements that do not involve large cardinals
in their formulation can be shown equiconsistent with certain large cardinal
axioms. At the moment this is more a conjecture than a fact (hence the
informal adjective “natural” in the description just given, intended to exclude,
for example, pathological statements such as those generated by means of
Gödel sentences), but it is a widely accepted state of affairs having been verified
for a varied class of examples; to name just a few: reflection of stationary sets,
determinacy hypotheses, or the failure of the singular cardinals hypothesis
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SCH. Recall that SCH is the statement that for all cardinals κ,

κcf(κ) = 2cf(κ) + κ+;

it follows from work of Woodin and Gitik (see Jech [8, Chapter 36] and
references therein) that the failure of SCH is equiconsistent with the existence
of a cardinal κ of Mitchell order o(κ) = κ++. Baumgartner showed that
the proper forcing axiom PFA (see subsection 1.2) is consistent relative to the
existence of supercompact cardinals, see Shelah [18, Chapter VII]; it is widely
expected that, once fine structural inner model theory has been developed
enough, it will be shown that PFA is in fact equiconsistent with a strong large
cardinal axiom. The best available result to date is from Jensen-Schimmerling-
Schindler-Steel [9], where it is shown that PFA implies the existence of non-
domestic mice (see subsection 1.3), see also Andretta-Neeman-Steel [1].

1.2. Forcing axioms. As said before, forcing axioms are not yet so widely
understood. While some set theorists go as far as considering them natural
statements, what seems to be the consensus is that they formalize a very desir-
able feature of the universe of sets. Namely, one would like the universe to be
as “wide” or “saturated” as possible. The way in which forcing axioms formal-
ize this desire is by stating that certain sets that can be added by certain forcing
posets already exist. There are restrictions on the class of posets to be consid-
ered and on how generic these sets that would have been added can actually
be. By loosening or increasing the restrictions, a variety of forcing axioms can
be identified. The most widely used and best known is by far Martin’s axiom
MA, see Martin-Solovay [14], but this is not a strong enough statement to even
decide the size of the continuum. Strong forcing axioms are much stronger
than MA both in consequences and in consistency strength. Typical examples
are the proper forcing axiom PFA introduced by Baumgartner and Shelah, see
Baumgartner [2] and Shelah [18, Chapter VII], and Martin’s maximum MM
introduced in the groundbreaking paper Foreman-Magidor-Shelah [5].

For Γ a collection of forcing notions, let FA(Γ) be the statement that for
any P ∈ Γ and any �1-many given dense subsets of P there is (in V ) a filter
G ⊆ P sufficiently generic in the sense thatG meets each of these dense filters.

Assume thatX is an uncountable set. A setS ⊆ [X ]� is said to be stationary
if for any function f : [X ]<� → X there is a set y ∈ S closed under f. A
forcing P is proper iff for any stationary set S, it is still the case in V P that
S is stationary. In particular, uncountable sets in V are still uncountable in
V P and thus �V1 = �V

P

1 . The proper forcing axiom PFA is the statement
FA(Proper), where Proper is the class of proper posets.

Given a poset P, it can be shown, see Foreman-Magidor-Shelah [5], that
FA({P}) fails if there is a stationary subset S of�1 that is no longer stationary
in V P (one says that the stationarity of S was not preserved). Martin’s
maximum MM is the statement that FA(Γ) holds, where Γ is the class of posets
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that preserve stationary subsets of �1. Obviously, MM is the strongest forcing
axiom possible, and in particular it implies PFA. As with PFA, it is consistent
relative to the existence of a supercompact cardinal.

Many consequences of PFA can be considered natural features of the uni-
verse of sets (for example, the failure of the continuum hypothesis, the failure
of square principles, the singular cardinal hypothesis, determinacy in L(R),
and generic absoluteness ofL(R); see for example Bekkali [3], Todorčević [20],
Viale [22], and Jensen-Schimmerling-Schindler-Steel [9]) thus providing evi-
dence for its acceptance as a natural extension of ZFC. However, even if one
does not consider PFA to be “natural”, it seems reasonable that some com-
mon features of forcing axioms and other similar strong reflection principles
will eventually be considered as natural as large cardinal axioms.

Recall:

Definition 1.4. Let κ be an uncountable cardinal.
1. κ is strongly compact iff for any set S, any κ-complete filter over S can

be extended to a κ-complete ultrafilter over S.
2. Given a set X , a filter F over [X ]<κ is fine iff it is κ-complete and, for all
x ∈ X , {

� ∈ [X ]<κ :x ∈ �
}
∈ F.

3. Given a cardinal � ≥ κ, say that κ is �-strongly compact or, simply,
�-compact iff there is a fine ultrafilter over [�]<κ.

The following characterization of strong compactness in terms of elemen-
tary embeddings will be useful in Section 3, see Kanamori [10, Theorem 22.17]:

Theorem 1.5. Let � < κ ≤ �. Then the following are equivalent:
1. κ is �-compact.
2. There is an elementary j : V → N with cp(j) = κ and such that for any
X ⊆ N with |X | ≤ �, there is Y ∈ N with X ⊆ Y and N |= |Y | < j(κ).

3. For any set S, any κ-complete filter over S generated by at most � sets can
be extended to a κ-complete ultrafilter over S. �

We have occasion to use some covering properties introduced in the highly
recommended Viale [23]. We proceed to recall the relevant notions and results:

Definition 1.6 (Viale). Let � < κ be regular cardinals. A collection of sets
D = (K(α, �) :α < �, � < κ) is a �-covering matrix for κ iff the following
conditions are met:

1. � ⊆
⋃
α<� K(α, �) for all � < κ.

2. K(α, �) � K(, �) for all � < κ and all α <  < �.
3. For all α < � and all � < � < κ there is  < � such that K(α, �) ⊆
K(, �).

4. For all X ∈ [κ]≤� there is �X < κ such that for all � < κ and  < � there
is α < � such that K(, �) ∩ X ⊆ K(α, �X ).
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Definition 1.7 (Viale). If κ > � are regular cardinals, the covering property
CP(κ, �) holds iff for every �-covering matrix D for κ there is an A ∈ [κ]κ

such that

[A]� ⊆
⋃{

[K(α, �)]� :α < �, � < κ
}
.

The definition of the combinatorial principle �(κ) mentioned below can be
found, for example, in Moore [16].

Theorem 1.8 (Viale). 1. CP(κ,�) implies that �(κ) fails.
2. If κ is singular, cf(κ) = �, 2� < κ, and CP(κ+, �) holds, then κ� = κ+.
3. CP(κ+, �) for all singular κ of cofinality � implies the singular cardinal

hypothesis SCH.
4. PFA implies CP(κ+, �) for all singular κ of cofinality �.
5. If � is strongly compact, then CP(κ, �) holds for all regular � < � and all

regular κ ≥ �.
6. If CP(κ+, �) holds and M is an inner model such that κ is regular in M

and (κ+)M = κ+, then cf(κ) 	= �.
7. If PFA holds and M is an inner model with the same cardinals, then M

computes correctly all ordinals of cofinality �. �
1.3. Fine structure. See Steel [19], Mitchell [15], and references within for

historical references and details on the notions and results mentioned here.
What follows owes much to expositions by Ketchersid. Inner model theory is a
rather technical area in set theory, and by necessity the presentation I make of it
here is somewhat of a caricature. Gödel defined the constructible universeL; it
is not really a good model of set theory as currently understood since it does not
contain any significant large cardinals. On the other hand, its theory admits
a very detailed analysis (known as fine structure theory and introduced by
Jensen) by studying how new sets are added in the inductive construction ofL
in terms of the complexity of their definitions. One can generalizeL to models
of the form L[E], the constructible universe built from an additional predicate
E , and by allowing E to code (one or several) elementary embeddings, L[E]
can be made to model a substantial fragment of the large cardinal hierarchy.
However, to replicate the fine structural analysis of L in this larger generality
requires substantially new ideas, since the predicate E should be chosen very
carefully in order to obtain some kind of canonicity.

The (partial) solution devised by Mitchell and Steel, following a long line
of research including work of Jensen, Solovay, Dodd and Mitchell, among
others, is to let E = 〈Eα :α < �〉 be a coherent sequence of extenders. By
reference to just a extenderE, i.e., without need of knowing the domain of the
embedding being coded, one can recover the critical point of this embedding,
which justifies talking of cp(E). Also, as long as some agreement conditions
are satisfied, an ultrapower ult(M,E) of a modelM by an extender E can be
formed, with critical point cp(E), even ifM was not the domain of the original
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embedding coded by E or if E /∈ M . Coherency is a technical requirement;
each Eα is either ∅ or else it is an extender over Lα[E � α]; moreover, if
j : Lα[E � α] → ult(Lα[E � α], Eα) is the ultrapower embedding by Eα ,
then j(E)�α = E�α and j(E)α = ∅. (In this description I have ignored a few
details, in particular, some technical remarks related to the well-foundedness
of the target model.)

A potential premouse (ppm) is a structure M = 〈Lα[E�α], Eα〉 where E is
a coherent sequence of extenders. These are structures that “look like” initial
segments of one of the canonical models one wants to build. Part of what
the canonicity of the construction requires is an analogue of some of the nice
condensation properties of L. This is called the initial segment condition, and
a ppm satisfying this is called a premouse.

ForM as above and � ≤ α, letM|�=L� [E��] andM‖� =
〈
L� [E��], E�

〉
.

A key issue when studying premice is the question of iterability. Two premice
M and N are lined up if one is an initial segment of the other, i.e., if for
some � , N = M‖� or M = N‖� . To compare two premice M and N
means to produce from them two (other) lined up premice M∗ and N ∗. To
do this, the notion of iteration tree, due to Martin and Steel, is required.
In short, nice inner models for small large cardinals can be compared by
iterating ultrapowers, see Jech [8, Chapter 19]: One looks at the first ordi-
nal � where M‖� 	= N‖� . This disagreement must come from their top
measures being different, EM

� 	= EN
� . Forming M′ = ult(M|�,EM

� ) and
N ′ = ult(N|�,EN

� ), the coherency property of the extender sequences im-
plies that M′‖� = N ′‖� , i.e., we have effectively removed a disagreement.
The process is continued (taking direct limits at limit stages) until (if) lined
up models are produced. It is a remarkable result of Kunen that this is indeed
the case for models for one measurable cardinal, and this result can be gen-
eralized. The iterations so obtained are essentially linear iterations, and this
linearity seriously bounds both the complexity of the reals that can belong
to such inner models and their large cardinals. Martin and Steel found a
non-linear method of iterating ultrapowers of inner models in the region of
Woodin cardinals. These models give then rise to iteration trees, trees of struc-
tures with embeddings between the models appearing along their branches.
If two models are compared this way, at limit stages of the comparison pro-
cess, different possibilities on how to continue the trees may arise, and the
existence of these choices increases the complexity of their comparison pro-
cess and explains why these models allow more complicated reals and large
cardinals than those appearing in linearly iterable models. From the existence
of enough large cardinals one can deduce the existence of nice models M ,
i.e., iterable (in an appropriate sense that allows us to carry out the compar-
isons mentioned above) models of enough set theory with roughly the same
large cardinals. Exactly how far in the large cardinal hierarchy this process
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can go is open, but models with many Woodin cardinals can be obtained
this way.

A premouse M is collapsing if every element of M is Σ1-definable over M
from no parameters—in particular, M is countable. Collapsing (sufficiently
iterable) premice are already lined up. The most famous example of a collaps-
ing mouse (and the smallest one) is zero sharp, 0�, this is an iterable model
of the form 0� = M�0 = 〈Lα,Eα〉 where 0� |=“Eα is a measure on cp(Eα)”,
with α chosen as least as possible. Hence, 0� resembles an inner model with
a measurable cardinal, except that by considering the next level of the con-
structible hierarchy, the universe is collapsed to �. Other examples include
0†, which is a model with a genuine measure and a top extender, and M�l ,
l ≤ �, models with l Woodin cardinals and a top extender. Since these mod-
els are lined up, one can talk of a mouse being “below a Woodin cardinal”,
for example. Work of Steel, Martin, Woodin and Neeman has shown that
Σ˜

1
n+1-determinacy is equivalent to the existence and iterability of M�n(x) for

all reals x, where these models are defined as M�n, but the real x is added
as an element at the bottom stage (for n = 0 this is a result of Martin and
Harrington). Similarly, ADL(R) in all set generic extensions is equivalent to
the existence and iterability ofM�� and this is in turn equivalent to the generic
absoluteness of L(R). Below, we mention non-domestic premice; these are
premice M such that there is an ordinal � ≤ ORDM such that in M‖�,
κ = cp(E�) is a limit of Woodin cardinals and of cardinals strong up to κ, see
Andretta-Neeman-Steel [1].

The model K , the core model, is an iterable model built from a coherent
sequence of extenders as above. It is intended to faithfully represent the large
cardinal structure of the universe. Its existence is in general an open problem
(and requires some additional technical assumptions to ensure its iterability),
but it has been successfully identified as long as this large cardinal structure
is not too complicated. For example, it is just L if 0� does not exist. Much
like L, K is quite canonical; for example, it is definable, and its definition is
invariant under forcing. It satisfies the weak covering property, namely that
(�+)K = �+ for allV -singular cardinals �; whenK = L (which is to say, when
0� does not exist) this is a consequence of Jensen’s celebrated covering lemma.
An important technical feature of K is its rigidity. This means that there are
no elementary embeddings j : K → K . In fact, a standard technique to
show that an assumption ϕ implies the existence of mice capturing certain
large cardinals, consists on attempting to build K under the assumption that
ϕ holds and the mice in question do not exist, and then proceeding to show
that K is non-rigid.

1.4. Results. We study embeddings j : V → M or j : M → V where the
model M computes cardinals correctly, i.e., CARM = CAR. We call these
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embeddings cardinal preserving. The expectation is that they do not exist,
and the results of this paper can be seen as a step towards confirming this
expectation. In Section 2 we show:

Theorem 1.9. If PFA holds, then there are no cardinal preserving embeddings
j :M → V .

Theorem 1.9 follows Viale’s Theorem 1.8 via a structural restriction we
identify, see Theorem 2.5.

In Section 3 we study cardinal preserving embeddings j : V → M , and
prove:

Theorem 1.10. If E is a set extender and j : V → M is the corresponding
ultrapower embedding, then j is not cardinal preserving.

Theorem 1.10 also makes use of (the proof of) Viale’s Theorem 1.8. Next,
we show that cardinal preserving embeddings j : V → M have signifi-
cant large cardinal strength, both locally (e.g., cp(j) is cp(j)+-compact and
much more) and globally (e.g., V is closed under sharps, and significantly
more).

All the lower bounds in consistency strength obtained in this paper, Theo-
rems 2.11, 3.2 and 3.3, except for the combinatorial Theorem 3.7 (joint with
H. Woodin), follow from fine structural considerations that trace back to vi-
olations of the appropriate covering lemma, see Mitchell [15]; Steel [19] and
Mitchell [15] provide all unexplained notation and background results used
in these proofs.

§2. Embeddings into V .

Question 2.1. Assume j : M → N is an elementary embedding. Can we
have CARM = CARN = CAR?

We suspect the answer is no. In this paper we take the first step towards this
question by considering the case where eitherM orN is V , and analyzing the
structure of such cardinal preserving elementary embeddings.

Notice that such embeddings seem rather difficult to attain by standard
means. For example:

Theorem 2.2 (Hamkins [6]). No embedding j : V → V [G ] can be produced
by set forcing. �

Embeddings intoV can be produced by class forcing, see below, or by means
of indiscernibles, see Vickers-Welch [24].

Also, if E is a set extender and j : V →M is the corresponding ultrapower
embedding, then j is not cardinal preserving. We present here a quick ar-
gument under the additional assumption of the singular cardinal hypothesis
SCH: Let E be a (κ, �)-extender with each Ea over [�]|a|, let j : V → M
be the corresponding embedding, and let � be a sufficiently large strong limit
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cardinal of cofinality κ. Then � < �+ = �|�| by SCH, and � < j(�), since
cf(�) = κ. But

�|�| ≤ j(�|�|) < (�|�||� |)+,

by Corollary 1.3. So, if j is cardinal preserving, then j(�|�|) = �|�|, and
� < j(�) < j(�|�|) = �+, contradiction. We present a proof without the
assumption of SCH in Theorem 3.6.

Initial impulse for this line of research came from the following conjecture:

Conjecture 2.3. Assume PFA. Let M be an inner model that computes
cardinals correctly and contains all the reals. Then ORD� ⊂M .

This is not the place to explain why we expect Conjecture 2.3 to be the case;
see Viale [22, 23] and Caicedo-Veličović [4]. As a quick motivation, recall that
Moore has shown that MRP, a consequence of PFA (see Moore [16]), fails
after adding a Prikry sequence, and Viale [21] has generalized this result.

We can help clarify the role of the assumption of agreement of cardinals:
1. Suppose for example thatM has enough large cardinals. Then there are

forcing extensions V of M where PFA holds, but V and M have little
else in common so, clearly, additional agreement between V and M is
required.

2. Or suppose that κ is measurable. LetM be the result of iterating�-many
times a given measure on κ and let j : V → M be the corresponding
embedding. Then cf(j(κ)) = �, 2κ < j(κ) < (2κ)+ and, in M , j(κ)
is inaccessible (by elementarity of j). It follows that M is not closed
under �-sequences and R ⊂ M . Of course, we can also assume in this
situation that PFA holds in V .

3. Also, if M has a proper class of completely Jónsson cardinals, P∞ is
the class stationary tower (see Larson [13]), G is P∞-generic over M ,
and V = M [G ], then there is (definably in the structure (V,M,G)) an
elementary

j :M → V,
and we can arrange that cp(j) is arbitrarily high and cfV (cp(j)) = �.
However, in the situation of this example, cardinals are always collapsed:
The critical point of such a j is inM an uncountable regular cardinal �.
Let a = S�� , the set of ordinals below � of cofinality �. By elementary
properties of P∞, cp(j) = � and cf(�) = � iff a ∈ G . For example, if
a ∈ G then j[∪a] ∈ j(a), so j[�] will be an ordinal of cofinality� below
j(�). Of course, this means that j[�] must equal �, and � is therefore the
critical point of j. If � is a successor cardinal inM , then it is collapsed
in V but if it is inaccessible in M , then it is preserved even though its
cofinality changes. Decoding definitions, �+ is preserved in M [G ] iff
the intersection of a with the set of subsets of �+ of order type �+ is
stationary, and this intersection is in G . In particular, �+ is a Jónsson
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cardinal inM , see Kanamori [10, § 8]. On the other hand, no successor
of a regular cardinal is Jónsson, so �+ has to be collapsed.

The following result indicates that under PFA the existence of a cardinal
preserving j :M → V would contradict Conjecture 2.3; this motivated Theo-
rem 1.9 stating that no such embeddings can occur under PFA. Theorem 1.9 is
proven in the following subsection; we show that if j :M → V is cardinal pre-
serving, thenM computes incorrectly many cofinalities (which is significantly
stronger than ORD� 	⊂M ).

Theorem 2.4 (Foreman, see Vickers-Welch [24]). If j : M → V is elemen-
tary, then ORD� 	⊂M . �

Thus, one expects that Question 2.1 has a negative answer under PFA (or
even provably in GBC).

2.1. Discontinuities. In the case of cardinal preserving embeddings j :
M → V a rather bizarre picture is known.

Theorem 2.5. Suppose that j : M → V is cardinal preserving. Let κ =
cp(j). Then for all � > κ, j(�) > �. In particular, if j[�] ⊆ �, then cfM (�) ≥ κ.

Proof. We proceed by contradiction, assuming j :M → V is a counterex-
ample. Let κ = cp(j). We want to show that if � > κ then j(�) > �. Let
� be the first counterexample. Then � is a cardinal: If M |= � = |�|, then
j(�) = |j(�)| = |�|, since j(�) = �. Since j(�) is a cardinal and inM there is
a bijection between � and �, j(�) = |�| = �.

The argument now splits into cases, depending on whether � is singular or
not.

Case 1. � is singular.

The following notions and result are essential to pcf theory, see Shelah [17,
Chapter II].

Definition 2.6. 1. Let I be an ideal on a set X and f, g : X → ORD.
Then f <I g iff {

x ∈ X : g(x) ≤ f(x)
}
∈ I.

2. Given a cardinal �, let J bd� be the ideal of bounded subsets of �.

Definition 2.7. Let � be singular. A scale for � is a tuple (��, �f) such that
1. �� = (�i : i < cf(�)) is an increasing sequence of regular cardinals cofinal

in �.
2. �f = (fα :α < �+) is a sequence of functions such that

(a) fα ∈
∏
i<cf(�) �i for all α < �+,

(b) If � < � < �+, then f� <J bd
cf(�)
f� , and

(c) If f ∈
∏
i<cf(�) �i , then there is α < �+ such that f <J bd

cf(�)
fα .
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Theorem 2.8 (Shelah [17, Chapter II]). Let � be singular. Then there is a
scale for �. �

Let (��, �f) be a scale for � inM . We may assume that �0 > κ, so j(�i) > �i
for all i < cfM (�).

Let � = cfM (�). Then j(�) = cf(j(�)) = cf(�) ≤ cfM (�) = �, so � = j(�)
and therefore, since � is the least fixed point of j above κ, � < κ and j(��) =
j[��].

Now we use an argument of Zapletal [25]. We have that (j(��), j( �f)) is a
scale for � in V . Notice that �+ = j(�+), so j[ �f] = (j(fα) :α < �+) is a
scale for � as well.

Now consider g ∈
∏
i<� j(�i) given by

g(i) = sup(j[�] ∩ j(�i)) = sup(j[�i ]).

Notice that g(i) < j(�i) since j(�i) is regular in V , so g is well defined.
Notice also that g dominates each j(fα), since

j(fα)(i) = j(fα)(j(i)) = j(fα(i)) < g(i)

for all i , so j[ �f] is not a scale. Contradiction.

Case 2. � is regular.

Then �+� is a fixed point of j, singular, and limit of regular cardinals � such
that j(�) > �. We can then easily modify the argument of Case 1 so it applies
to �+�.

We have shown that for all � > κ, j(�) > �. Now we prove the last assertion
of the theorem. If j[�] ⊆ � and cfM (�) < κ, let A ⊆ � be inM cofinal and
of order type cfM (�). Then j(A) = j[A] ⊆ � and j(�) = �, a contradiction.
This completes the proof. �

It follows from this result that the critical point of a cardinal preserving
embedding into V is Π1-indescribable in a very strong sense. For example:

Corollary 2.9. If there is a cardinal preserving j : M → V then there is a
proper class of weakly inaccessible cardinals.

Proof. Let κ = cp(j). Any weakly inaccessible cardinal � in V is also
weakly inaccessible inM and therefore j(�) is (another) weakly inaccessible
cardinal. κ is weakly inaccessible inM , so there are (in V , thus inM ) weakly
inaccessible cardinals above κ. If there are only set many of them, their
supremum would be a fixed point of j. �

From Theorem 2.5 and Viale’s Theorem 1.8, we immediately obtain:
Corollary 2.10. If j : M → V is cardinal preserving, PFA fails and any

strongly compact cardinal is larger than cp(j).
Proof. That PFA fails follows from Theorem 1.8.7 (itself a consequence of

items 4 and 6 of Theorem 1.8), since we can find (arbitrarily large) cardinals
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� closed under j and of V -cofinality �, but any such � has M -cofinality at
least cp(j), by Theorem 2.5; for example,

� = j�(cp(j)) := sup
{

cp(j), j(cp(j)), j(j(cp(j))), . . .
}
.

If � < cp(j) is strongly compact, then CP(�, �) holds for all regular cardinals
� ≥ �, by Theorem 1.8.5. In particular, no M -regular cardinal above (or
equal to) cp(j) can haveV -cofinality�, by Theorem 1.8.6. But then we reach
a contradiction exactly as above. �

It also follows in the same way that if j : M → V is cardinal preserving
and � is strongly compact, then for any � ≥ �, cfM (�) ≥ � iff cf(�) ≥ �.

2.2. Consistency strength. Let j : M → V be cardinal preserving. Since
such an M computes incorrectly many cofinalities, covering fails very badly
for M , and it should be no surprise that such an embedding would require
considerable consistency strength. For example:

Theorem 2.11. Assume that there is a cardinal preserving embedding j :
M → V . Then there are inner models with strong cardinals.

Proof. Assume otherwise. Then K exists, is rigid, and satisfies the weak
covering property. In particular, K computes cofinally many successor cardi-
nals correctly.

Universality of a class W = L[E] is a technical assumption, see Steel [19]
for a definition, but below strong cardinals, it follows by the covering lemma,
see Mitchell [15], that if (�+)W = �+ for cofinally many cardinals �, then
W is universal. By Mitchell [15], any universal proper class mouse W is an
iterate of K , so in particular there is an elementary 
 : K →W .

Since we are below strong cardinals, KM is iterable in V (since, below
Woodin cardinals, iterability can be expressed as a Π1

2 condition) and it follows
that it is universal by the weak covering property (in M ) and the fact that
CARM = CAR. But then there is an embedding 
 : K → KM , so j ◦ 
 :
K → K is nontrivial. Contradiction. �

§3. Embeddings ofV . Now we turn our attention to the case of embeddings
j : V →M .

3.1. Nice cardinals. We start by showing that cardinal preserving embed-
dings must have significant large cardinal strength.

Definition 3.1. Given a cardinal preserving j : V → M , we say that a
regular cardinal � is j-nice (or nice, if j is clear from context) iff

�� := sup j[�] < j(�).

Throughout this section (even if not explicitly stated), j : V → M is
cardinal preserving and κ = cp(j). If� is j-nice, then we can define a uniform
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κ-complete ultrafilter U� on � by setting

U� :=
{
X ⊆ � : �� ∈ j(X )

}
.

The point is that there are many j-nice cardinals �. For example, � is j-nice
if � = �+ and � < j(�), because sup j[�+] has cofinality �+ while j(�+) =
j(�)+ is regular and larger than �+ since j(�) > �.

Theorem 3.2. If there is a cardinal preserving j : V → M , then V is closed
under sharps.

Proof. LetA be a set, which we may assume transitive. IfA� does not exist,
by the covering lemma, see Mitchell [15], whenever � is a singular strong limit
cardinal larger than rk(A), then �+ = (�+)L(A). Fix such � of cofinality κ.
Then �+ is nice. As in the Vopěnka-Hrbáček argument from strongly compact
cardinals, see Kanamori [10, Theorem 5.9], we can then consider the two
embeddings j�+ : V → M�+ ∼= ult(V,U�+ ) and k : V → N�+ ∼= ult−(V,U�+ ),
where ult− is formed by only considering those functions f : �+ → V such
that | ran(f)| < �+. We then also have an embedding i : N�+ → M�+ given
by i([f]−) = [f], where [f]− is the collapse of the equivalence class of f in
the ultrapower ult−(V,U�+ ) and [f] is the collapse of the corresponding class
in ult(V,U�+ ). We then have (see Kanamori [10, Theorem 5.9]):

• j�+ = i ◦ k.
• cp(i) ≥ k(�+) and j�+ (A) = k(A).
• k(�+) < j�+ (�+).

But then it follows that j�+ (�) = k(�) and

j�+ (�+) = j�+ ((�+)L(A)) = (j�+ (�)+)L(j�+ (A))

= (k(�)+)L(k(A)) = k((�+)L(A))
= k(�+),

contradiction. �
Schindler pointed out that essentially the same argument gives more infor-

mation:

Theorem 3.3. If there is a cardinal preserving j : V →M , then for all n and
all X ,M�n(X ) exists. �

We omit the (technical) proof of Theorem 3.3, but include a (very brief)
sketch for the experts: The result follows by induction on n. Assuming, for
example, thatM�n(X ) exists for allX butM�n+1 does not, if one letsE be a long
extender coding a sufficiently large fragment of j, then one can buildK inside
M�n(E). In M�n(E) there is then an elementary embedding (coming from E,
as above) sending K to a universal weasel such that the map is discontinuous
at some successor cardinal where covering holds (just as before). This gives a
contradiction, exactly as above.
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The cardinal κ = cp(j) possesses very strong large cardinal properties
just shy of strong compactness. For example, cofinally often, � is nice and
therefore the ultrafilter U� is defined; in particular, this holds for all regular
cardinals � ≥ κ below �j , where

�j = min
{

first weakly inaccessible above κ, first fixed point of j above κ
}
,

since all these cardinals � are of the form �+ for some � such that � < j(�).
Ketonen [12] has shown that an uncountable regular cardinal � is �-compact
for regular � ≥ � iff all regular � with � ≤ � ≤ � carry a uniform �-complete
ultrafilter. Thus:

Corollary 3.4. If there is a cardinal preserving j : V →M with κ = cp(j),
and �j is defined as above, then κ is < �j-strongly compact. �

In particular, κ is κ+-strongly compact, so κ is a measurable cardinal such
that �κ fails, see Kanamori-Magidor [11]. It follows from Andretta-Neeman-
Steel [1] that there is a non-domestic premouse and in particular there are
inner models of ZF + ADR containing all the reals.

The following is immediate from the proof of Viale’s Theorem 1.8, see
Viale [23]:

Theorem 3.5. Given a cardinal preserving j : V →M , if � is j-nice, then the
covering property CP(�, �) holds for all regular � < κ = cp(j) and therefore

1. �(�) fails.
2. If � = �+ and cf(�) = � < κ, then �� = �. �
In particular, if � = �+ is nice, then either � is singular in M or else

cf(�) ≥ κ.
Theorem 3.6. If j : V → M is cardinal preserving, then j is not the ultra-

power embedding by a set extender.
Proof. We proceed as before: Let E be a (κ, �)-extender with each Ea

over [�]|a|, and let j : V → M be the corresponding embedding. Towards a
contradiction, suppose that j is cardinal preserving. Let � > �, � be a singular
strong limit cardinal of cofinality κ so, in particular, � > 2κ. Then � < j(�)
and since j(�) is a singular cardinal ofM -cofinality j(κ), j(�) ≥ �+κ. Since
2� = �κ = j(�κ) > j(�), � violates the singular cardinal hypothesis SCH;
here, �κ = j(�κ) follows as before: j(�κ) < (�κ|�||� |)+, by Corollary 1.3. It
follows that �+κ also violates SCH, since �+κ < (�+κ)κ = �κ and, since �κ is
fixed by j, then

�+κ+1 < j(�)+j(κ) = j(�+κ) < j(�κ) = �κ.

By Silver’s theorem or the Galvin-Hajnal results, see for example Holz-
Steffens-Weitz [7, Corollary 2.3.4], {� < �+κ :�� > �+} contains an �-club.
For � singular of cofinality �, recall that � = �+ is nice if j(�) > �, and
that therefore CP(�, �) holds, so �� = �, or �� = �+. Hence, j(�) = �
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for an �-club of cardinals below �+κ. However, all cardinals in the interval
[�, �+κ) are moved by j. Contradiction. �

3.2. Cofinality preserving embeddings. We close the paper by showing how
consistency strength can be extracted in a cleaner way from an embedding
j : V →M if we impose the formally stronger requirement thatM computes
cofinalities correctly.

Theorem 3.7 (Caicedo, Woodin). Assume j : V → M is such that if κ =
cp(j), then cf(�) = cfM (�) for any � ≤ sup j[j(κ)]. Then

1. j(κ) is strongly inaccessible and
2. Vj(κ) |= κ is strongly compact.

Proof. The assumption guarantees that � is nice whenever κ ≤ � ≤ j(κ)
and � is regular, and therefore κ is ≤ j(κ)-strongly compact. We start by
showing that j witnesses the< j(κ)-strong compactness of κ in the sense that
for any � < j(κ) there is in M a set Y such that j[�] ⊂ Y and |Y | < j(κ).
For this, fix in V a sequence

C = (Cα :α < �)

such that each Cα is a club subset of α of order type cf(α). Then j(C )�� is
club in �� and has order type �. LetD = {� < � : j(�) ∈ j(C )��}. ThenD is
< κ-club in � and j[D] ⊆ j(C )�� .

Now use a bijection 
 : D → � to lift the covering of j[D] to a covering
of j[�]: Notice that j(
) is a bijection between j(D) and j(�), and that
j(
)[j[D]] = j[�].

The same argument shows that j[j(κ)] is covered by a set inM of size j(κ).
We use this covering property of j to establish the strong inaccessibility of
j(κ). For suppose that there is a regular �, κ ≤ � < j(κ), such that 2� ≥ j(κ).
Fix X ⊆ P(�) of size j(κ). Then there is Y ∈M of size j(κ) covering j[X ].
Clearly a∩j[�] 	= b∩j[�] whenever a 	= b ∈ j[X ]. Let S ∈M cover j[�] and
have size < j(κ). It follows that Y ∩ P(S) has size j(κ) inM and therefore
j(κ) is not strongly inaccessible inM . Contradiction.

Finally, since any ultrafilter on Pκ(�), � < j(κ), lives in Vj(κ), clearly
Vj(κ) |= ZFC + κ is strongly compact. �

Notice that the assumptions of Theorem 3.7 are not (expected to be) vac-
uous, since for example a 2-huge cardinal induces an embedding as required
in Theorem 3.7. What is interesting is that we have recovered a very strong
hypothesis from an assumption that rather than directly imposing closure on
the target model only requires of it some degree of “correctness.” Recall that
κ is 2-huge iff there is an embedding j : V →M with cp(j) = κ and such that
Mj(j(κ)) ⊆ M . In fact, the weaker assumption of a 2-superstrong cardinal
suffices. Recall that κ is n-superstrong iff there is an embedding j : V → M
with cp(j) = κ and Vjn(κ) ⊆ M , where the superscript indicates iteration.
These are in any case significant assumptions; while superstrong cardinals are
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“weak” in the sense that any supercompact cardinal is limit of superstrong
cardinals, 2-superstrength is (consistency-wise) above supercompactness.

Question 3.8. Is it consistent to have an embedding j : V →M such that
the first �+κ+1 cardinals of M and of V coincide? Here, κ = cp(j) and � is
the first fixed point of j above κ.
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